
Monday: Where does the rain go?

Tuesday: How litter and trash affect our
streams. 

Wednesday: What is a flood plain? 

Thursday: How vehicle maintenance affects
streams. 

Friday: How yard waste affects our streams.

Saturday: How can you help!

       ** Do you know the name of Oxford's river basin?

       ** What is the name of the cylindrical tubes
            protecting our storm drains?

       **Where do the waters of the Tar-Pam river basin
           flow to?

      **What species of mussel is endemic to the Tar-Pam
           river basin?
**

       **Are street wattles important to our streams?

      **Can you Adopt - A - Stream in the City of Oxford?

Learn how clean
water is key to the

health of our
communities, waterways, 

and ecosystems! 

March 13 - March 20

nc-cleanwater.com

@NCcleanwater

@CWEP_NC



Monday: Where does the rain go?
       ** Do you know the name of Oxford's river basin?
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When it rains, either it seeps into the
ground or it becomes runoff, where it
will then travel to our rivers and lakes.
Water picks up everything as it flows
to streets and storm drains. This
includes:
  - Trash
  - Pet waste
  - Fertilizer
  - Pesticides
  - Motor oil and gasoline
  - Sediment or mud

**Tar-Pamlico River Basin



Tuesday: How litter and trash affect
our streams.

      ** What is the name of the cylindrical tubes
           protecting our storm drains?  
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**Street Wattles



Wednesday: What is a flood plain?
     ** Where do the waters of the Tar-Pam river basin flow
           to?
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**Pamlico Sound



Thursday: How vehicle maintenance
affects streams. 

     **What species of mussel is endemic to the Tar-Pam
         river basin? 

Learn how clean
water is key to the
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communities, waterways, 

and ecosystems! 
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When rain or water hits hard services
like pavement, it creates stormwater
runoff, which can pick up lots of nasty
chemicals! It carries these chemicals
to our rivers, lakes, and streams
affecting the wildlife and our drinking
water. 

**The federally endangered Tar River spinymussel. This mussel lives only in a few
sections of the Tar River and in one area of the Neuse river basin. 



Friday: How yard waste affects our
streams. 

     **Are street wattles important to our streams?
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Grass clippings, leaves, and other yard
waste can clog our storm drains leading
to flooding in our neighborhoods. The
waste also builds up creating a nasty
mess. Always mulch your clippings back
into the lawn or into a bag for pickup!

**Yes! Street wattles protect our storm drains from various types of pollutions. When
positioned properly, they are designed to only let the water get through, not the waste.



Saturday: How can you help!
     **Can you Adopt - A - Stream in the City of Oxford?
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Properly disposing of personal trash,
vehicle maintenance chemicals, yard
waste, pet waste, and more is a great
way to help keep our rivers, lakes, and
streams clean! You can also Adopt-a-
Stream to help with the upkeep of a
specific area, make sure street wattles
are positioned properly, and continue
to learn more through the NC Clean
Water Education Partnership!

**Call Oxford City Hall at 919-603-1100


